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the best job in the world
Thanks to you, our customers, for one of our best years
ever! As always, you play a key role in our success. For
example, you critiqued the information found in our
web site’s new Safari Preparation section to make it even
better and helped us organize it in an easy-to-use format.
Your reaction to this information has been so positive
we put two of the Safari Preparation pages in the middle
of this catalog for your future reference.
You also had a hand in selecting the many new products
in this catalog. Almost half of the 70 items featured are
being shown for the first time and most of them consist
of men’s and women’s jewelry, accessories and knives-items that make perfect gifts for that hard-to-shop-for
person you know.
If you would like to see our products up close, please
visit us at the Dallas Safari Club (booths 311/312) in
January. We are still awaiting word regarding SCI Reno,
so check the exhibitor directory to see if we secured a
booth. Please contact us in advance if you would like us
to bring a particular item to the show.
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The products showcased in the pages that follow represent
just a small sampling of our total offering. To see more,
please visit our web site. Thank you for your continued
support, and we hope you enjoy a great holiday season.
Good hunting!

www.AfricanSC.com or (419) 529-5599

“Donna and I don’t go anywhere without our African Sporting Creations shooting sticks…but ASC is a lot more than
shooting sticks! From cartridge holders to bug dope that really works, from safari clothing to fantastic knives….and
a whole lot more. African Sporting Creations is your one-stop-shop when you’re getting ready for your next hunt!”
		
		
- Craig Boddington

CIGAR & SPIRIT ACCESSORIES
SCRIMSHAWED MAMMOTH IVORY CIGAR
CUTTERS-The grips on these cigar cutters are from
10,000 year-old mammoth ivory. They can be customized
with initials and a favorite image, or choose one of our
best sellers depicting a head shot of a leopard, elephant,
lion or Cape buffalo. Each comes complete with an exotic
hide case. These cutters have been featured in the Robb
Report and Cigar Aficionado. Call us with your custom
requests by December 1st to ensure holiday delivery.
African animals-$329 or Monogrammed with Image-$359
African Animal Cutters
SCOTCH CARRIER AND DOUBLE WINE BOTTLE-These custommade, extra thick, hand-stitched, vegetable-tanned leather carriers are the finest
we have ever come across and will ensure that your spirit of choice travels safely.
Heavy flaps of leather separate the four glasses that are included with each model.
The wine carrier measures 9” across, 7.5” deep and 15” tall and comes with a
detachable leather carry strap. The main compartment contains an insulated bag
that will keep two bottles chilled. The Scotch Carrier measures 13” across, 7.5”
deep and 4” tall. The workmanship on these pieces is unmatched, and they are
unlike any we have ever seen. Scotch Carrier $399 or Wine Carrier $499

Monogrammed with Image

Scotch Carrier and

Double Wine Bottle
WARTHOG OPENERS-A retired German silversmith in Namibia handcrafts
each one of these with a meticulous attention to detail. The warthog tusks measure
approximately 6” around the curve for medium, 7.5” for large and approximately 9”
for the extra-large. We offer bottle openers and combination openers. Order yours
today and enjoy your next Sundowner even more!
•Medium Opener-$79 		
•Large Opener-$89
•XL Opener-$99			
•XL Combo-$119

Warthog Openers

Joe Coogan
in Africa

“Having grown up and hunted professionally in Africa, I’m always on the lookout for items that remind me of
that great land. African Sporting Creations offers quality safari gear, like their African shooting sticks, that are
useful wherever you hunt—I’ve used them from Botswana to Montana. They also offer all kinds of great items
like hand-turned pens, Rhodesian Teak furniture and other custom-crafted items that are built to last a lifetime.”
		
		
- Joe Coogan
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travel gear & Books
TUFFPAK® cases are the incognito, indestructible, versatile, guaranteed-forlife ultimate protection for all your guns and gear, and we offer two different
models. The Original will carry up to 3 scoped rifles or 5 shotguns up to 50”
long. The Take Down case was designed to provide maximum protection for
takedown firearms with plenty of room for extra barrels and gear. It has a
slightly larger diameter than the Original model but measures just 34” from
top to bottom. Original-$375 (plus $49 flat rate shipping) and
Take Down-$375 with standard shipping.
Cape buffalo scoped rifle case-These are hand sewn by
a very talented South African saddle maker so you know they are extremely
heavy-duty and built to last. Cape buffalo hide displays a unique texture
different from any other leather and when you combine it with lambs-wool
lining, high-density foam padding, wrap-around handles, and a heavyduty YKK zipper, you have a rifle case like no other! $499
Safari Books and DVD’s-Get in the safari spirit with these
best-sellers by Craig Boddington and Dr. Kevin Robertson.
Author
Title
Format

Boddington
Boddington
Robertson
Robertson
Boddington
Boddington
Boddington

Buffalo!
Safari Rifles II
The Perfect Shot (large)
The Perfect Shot (mini)
Boddington on Elephant
Boddington on Leopard
Tracks Across Africa I

Price
$40
$50
$65
$18
$40
$40
$40

Book
Book
Book
Book
DVD
DVD
DVD

Original
Take Down

Scoped Rifle Case

Safari Books and DVD’s

Safari Canvas Luggage-This beautiful luggage is handmade in South Africa by the same company that
handcrafts our Campaign Furniture. It wears like iron and looks great too due to the extra thick, vegetable-cured
leather accents. These distinctive items add excitement to any destination as a little bit of the Dark Continent travels
right there with you. Order yours today and enjoy them on your next adventure.
Rift Valley Bag $399, Short Duffel $249 and African Ranch Bag $199

Rift Valley Bag
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Short Safari Duffel

www.AfricanSC.com

African Ranch Bag
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african SHOOTING STICKS
platinum Grade-These handcrafted, take-down
shooting sticks come with a lifetime guarantee and are
the same ones that received the coveted Gray’s Best
award in 2009.
This year we’ve made the best even better by hard anodizing
the connectors with a matte black finish and adding hand
sewn circular tops that will not snag on brush. These premium
sticks combine positive-locking aluminum connectors milled
out of a solid block of aircraft aluminum with extremely rigid,
kiln dried exotic wood shafts for unmatched strength and
performance. You have your choice of eye-catching zebra or
buffalo tops for added visual appeal. They are also the quietest
sticks on the market due to the noise suppression bumpers on
the connectors and sharpened wood bottoms. Use the same
sticks the best known PH’s in the business rely on season after
season and that travel everywhere with Craig Boddington
and Mike Rogers. Make them even more special by having the
lucky recipient’s name or initials engraved on the connectors
for an additional $49 fee. Heavy-duty canvas case included.
Specify Medium (under 68”), Large (69-75”) and
XL (above 76”) $349 with other models starting at $229

Sharpened
Bottoms

Zebra Tops

Aluminum Connectors

Premium Grade Features
Choose from three exotic woods

Morado, Leopardwood, Jatoba

Mike Rogers after a
successful hunt
“Before I started using your sticks I was lucky to get half a season
out of any others before they broke. I hunt 250 days a year and
have been using yours for going on six years now and they are still
performing brilliantly! Thanks for making such a great product.”
		
		
- Dirk de Bod-SCI and DSC PH of the Year
“When an African PH whispers, “sticks”, things get exciting fast!
When I set up on them I want to know they fit correctly and I have confidence in them as it often comes down
to just one shot. While every PH has a set in camp, they are typically cut from springy green saplings and may
be too tall or too short. That is why I bring over the same set I practice with before departure. I have found
the quality, rigidity and construction of the custom crafted African Sporting Creations sticks to be just about
perfect and strongly recommend you get a pair for yourself.”
		

- Mike Rogers, Host of Expedition Safari
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exotic belts & Accessories
AUSTRALIAN SALTWATER HORNBACK CROCODILE
BELTS-These 1⅜” belts fit standard belt loops and are the best we have
ever seen. They feature the most durable and dramatic portion of the
hide, the ridged Hornback. This premium cut is usually reserved for high
fashion items but our small batch maker utilizes it for every belt he makes.
We have never come across a better looking belt that combines one-piece
construction and tough-as-nails durability. Order yours today and start
turning heads! Sizing is easy, measure your existing belt from the hole you
use to the end of the leather and order the closest even size. Available in
brown or black, even sizes, 34”-50”. $349

Crocodile Belts
AUSTRALIAN SALTWATER CROCODILE WALLETSThese beautifully crafted wallets are made by our belt maker
and match the croc belts perfectly. They are available in brown
or black, look great and will provide years of service. $349

Crocodile Wallets
ELEPHANT BELTS-These heavy duty 1½” elephant belts fit
standard belt loops and are made extra thick to provide years of service.
We hand select the elephant hide for its beautiful pebbled, undulated
texture. The black hardware accents the rich gray color for an understated and unique statement. Sizing is easy, measure your existing belt
from the hole you use to the end of the leather and order the closest
even size. Even sizes 34’- 46”. $299

Elephant Belts
ELEPHANT and CAPE BUFFALO CULLING BELTSThese are made to our specifications and designed so the cartridge rim
sits above the leather and the buckle is out of the way when the ammo
is on your shooting side. The belts loops are made out of Cape bufflalo
or elephant leather. Both models will work with plains game cartridges
and big bores. If you are shooting a .470 or .500, we recommend the
more pliable Cape buffalo. They are specially sized to fit over an existing belt so order your regular size. Small (30-36”), Med (38-44”) and
Lg. (46-52). Elephant (top) $299 and Cape buffalo (bottom) $249

Elephant & Cape Buffalo Culling Belts
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Selous Boot

FOOTWEAR & ACCESSORIES

®

Courteney Boot Company
John Rice, the founder of The Courteney
Boot Company grew up in the shoemaking business. When the Rhodesian Bush
War began he could not find a pair of boots
tough enough to withstand weeks on patrol so he began making his
own. The rest is history. Constructed entirely by hand of genuine game
skin, each is as individual as the serial number it bears.
The Selous is a taller boot with incredibly tough uppers and a soft impala skin
padded collar surrounding the ankle to provide exceptional support and comfort. This
is the iconic safari boot of Africa and our most popular seller. It is presented with a full
range of accessories including polish, cloth, brush, spare laces and alternative innersoles
to keep them in perfect condition for your next adventure. $369 in Men’s 8-13.5
and Women’s 7-9.5
The Safari is a shorter, 4” tall ankle height version of the Selous and their second
most popular style. This is the quintessential stalking boot. $279 in Men’s 8.5-12

The Safari

IVORY SHOE HORN-This beautiful and functional piece combines a thick medallion
of pre-ban elephant ivory inlaid into the top with a hand-turned African Bubinga shaft
and heavy-duty brass hardware. The ivory medallion is shaped to a subtle point to increase
the visual impact of this stunning item. It measures 18” overall and comes complete with
a hand braided Italian leather loop so you can hang it on a hook or a door knob. $99

®

Rohner Trekking Socks are made in Switzerland
Ivory Shoe Horn
from the best itch-less merino wool and man-made fibers
available. The unique cushioning system is engineered to meet the demands of anyone who
puts a lot of mileage on their boots. Available in the following men’s sizes S (4-5.5), M, (6-8)
L (8.5-10) and XL (10.5-12.5). $20

®

TEXAS HUNT CO. GAITERS-These have been used
by Craig Boddington for several seasons and are still going
strong. They will keep those sharp stones out of your boots so
you can keep up with the trackers as they unravel the spoor.
Gaiters are available in same sizes as the Rhoner® Socks S, M, L and XL. Gaiters-$30

Rohner Socks

Gaiters
“I have worn my crocodile belt almost every day for the past year and it still looks brand new. The last
one I ordered from a big mail order house cost about half as much and delaminated after two months.
You always get what you pay for!”
			
		
- Gary M. in Fairfax, VA
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safari clothing

Safari Jacket

Safari Long-Sleeve Shirt

Safari Short-Sleeve Shirt

BOYT TM SAFARI CLOTHING-These handsome shirts and jackets are made from tough, 100% cotton twill
and feature pleated pockets, buttons for holding up sleeves and quilted gun patches to absorb recoil. Right hand versions in
Khaki and Olive in M, L, XL, 2XL and 3XL sizes. Safari Jacket-$130, Long Sleeve Shirt-$98 and Short Sleeve Shirt-$90

LOGO CLOTHING-We are pleased to offer BOYT TM safari jackets and shirts embellished with colorful,
embroidered logo patches. This year we became the exclusive clothing licensee to the African Professional
Hunters AssociationTM (APHA). Choose their logo, and look and feel good knowing that a portion of the proceeds
go to support African hunting and humanitarian projects. Or you can choose to wear the African Sporting
Creations TM logo requested by many at last year’s safari shows. Right-hand versions in Khaki in L, XL and
2XL sizes. Please specify which logo you want. Safari Logo Jacket-$140, Long Sleeve Logo Shirt-$109 and
Short Sleeve Logo Shirt-$99
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BUG REPELLANT & SNAKE
PROTECTION
LOW ABSORBPTION DEET LOTION gives you relief
from critters that love to eat American. New formulation affords
greater protection- kit includes one 6 oz. and two 2 oz. tubes. $25
Permethrin CLOTHING Spray - Apply this to
your clothing and it lasts over 40 days and is as effective as
100% DEET against mosquitoes. 24 oz. trigger spray bottle. $19

Deet Lotion

Permethrin Spray

ADVENTURE MEDICAL GEAR TM First Aid Kits are an
essential part of your gear, especially in Africa where you may
have the only sterile materials for miles. Outfitter -14 days-$99
and Medium Kit-7days -$59
BLISTER CARE-One customer spent half his safari and
thousands of dollars getting a badly infected blister treated.
This kit could have doubled his hunting days. Kit includes
Blister Medic, moleskin, and Blister bandages. $25

Medium Kit

Blister Care Kit

TURTLESKIN SNAKEARMOR® Hunting Chaps, Hunting Pants and Snake Gaiters protect
against snakebites and are certified for all venomous snakes found in South Africa. SnakeArmor products and gloves also protect you from thorns, briars and cactus. These are the finest products of their
type and are engineered to offer the highest performance and puncture protection in a soft, flexible,
waterproof garment that weighs 1/3 less than traditional rigid protection gear. Chaps $235, Pants $170,
Gaiters $130 and Gloves $84 Chaps-short (under 5’7”), medium 5’8”-6’ and tall (6’1” or above) Pants- 32”-42” waist/30”, 32”
or 34” inseam. Reversible Gaiters-one size fits all. Cut and Puncture Resistant Gloves-S, M, L and XL

Chaps

Pants

Cut & Puncture
Resistant Gloves
Reversible Gaiters

“My wife may not hunt but she recognizes quality craftsmanship. When I showed her your product, her
immediate comment was you can always tell when someone cares about the product they make. I learned
long ago not to argue with my wife.”
			
		
- Thomas McIntyre-Field and Stream Shooting Editor
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Two in Olive Green ($40 each)

Leather Culling Belts
Safari Binocular Sling
Safari Jacket [M—XXL]
Safari LS Shirt [M—XXL]
Safari SS Shirt [M—XXL]
Safari Long Pants [32—46]

Safari Shorts [32—46]

Ammo/Bino Carriers

Safari Clothing

Leather/Elephant S, M or L
Leather Safari Sling
One in Olive Green
Two in Olive Green ($98 each)
Two in Olive Green ($90 each)
Two in Olive Green ($40 each)

African Shooting Sticks
Courteney Boots
Cushioned Socks
Gaiters

Shooting Sticks
Safari Footwear

Illumination Tools

Snake/Thorn Protection

Brick Light Adjusting with membrane
Khaki SPF 50 Hat M, L, or XL
SPF 30 Spray with insect repellent
Buy locally
Turtleskin Gaiters
Turtleskin Gloves
PT 2L-50 hrs. on low
Trident Green Night Vision - 120
hrs. on low
Gold Grade
Selous
Heavy Rohner Trekking
Turtleskin Snakeproof Gaiters

Wiley X Sunglasses
Safari Hat M, L, or XL
Sun Block
Chapstick
Snake Proof Gaiters
Puncture Proof Gloves
Streamlight Flashlights
Streamlight Headlamps

Eye/Sun Protection

Bug Repellent

Hydration
First Aid

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION OPTION 1
Airline Gun Case
TUFFPAK Original (full length)
Case
Safari Canvas Luggage
Rift Valley Day Bag
Camelback Hydration Packs
Commander XT
Medical Evacuation Service
www.medjet.com
Adventure Medical Kits
The Outﬁtter
Blister Medic, Moleskin, Pads
3 Part Kit
Leatherman Multi-Tool
Micra
Bug Spray/Lotions
Controlled Release DEET Repellent
Permethrin Clothing Treatment Large Spray Bottle

CATEGORY
Travel/Packing Tips

SIZE

The Hunter

$99
$25
$29
$25
$19

$50

$299
$25
$130
$196
$180
$80

$299
$369
$20
$130

$130
$84
$69
$39

$140
$59
$14

Short Safari Duffel
Striker XT

$399
$129

Silver
Safari
Specify S, M, L, or XL
Texas Hunt Co Ankle Gaiters
Specify S, M, L, or XL
Leather/Cape Buffalo S, M, or L

Specify S, M, L, or XL
PT 1L - 14 hrs. on low
Argo HP - 30 hrs. on low

Jake with membrane
Side Vented Crusher M, L, or XL

DEET Kit

OPTION 2
TUFFPACK Take Down Case

PRICE
$375

SIZE

$249

$30

$229
$279

$59
$49

$84
$49

$21

$59

$299
$79

PRICE
$375

essential safari geaR

Do a trial pack 30 days before departure to ensure
everything ﬁts as expected and the weight of each
bag is balanced to avoid “heavy” surcharges
Make extra copies of all important documents
(Customs 4457, itinerary, plane tickets, medical/
shot records, cell phone instructions, hunt contract, trip and medical evacuation policy, etc.) and
leave one set at home and take one set with you

If purchasing a leather culling belt, bring it to the
range along with your safari bino sling to break in
and to get used to operating a ﬁrearm with them
Purchase your medical evacuation policy

Call your cell phone provider and see if they can
provide international services. If not, consider a
satellite phone if your phone does not have a
viable alternative.

Secure all taxidermy tags

Complete your Custom Form 4457 for
ﬁrearms and other high value items

Check your passport expiration date

Questions (419) 961-6900 or visit www.africansc.com

Understand all airline and luggage regulations.

Highlight the items on the Essential Gear List
that you will need to acquire and the time-frame
in which you will practice with and break-in those
items.

Purchase a hydration pack for use during exercise
sessions to familiarize yourself with the product.

If you need an airline approved gun case, buy one
now so you know how much room you will have
for your gear.
Get shots as early as possible (keeping in mind
how long they are good for) to account for any
soreness/reactions

Decide what gear you will wear/carry on

Make an appointment with a tropical disease
doctor to ensure you received proper pre-trip and
post-trip care (if-needed)

Practice with your shooting sticks to
familiarize yourself with them and to avoid
developing a ﬂinch from the bench if you
are frequently practicing with a big bore

Purchase Safari Guide II and read about your
destination

Secure cash, travelers checks, and call your credit
card company to make sure they do not turn your
card off while you are overseas

Select your reading materials/DVD’s for the trip
over and back

Check to make sure you have enough of your
regular and safari related prescriptions

Put fresh batteries in all your gear and make sure
you have all your chargers ready to go

Treat your clothes with Permithren two weeks
before departure

If you are using DEET, try it before departure to
make sure you do not have a reaction

If you are purchasing new boots start
breaking them in during training walks

Go see your personal Dr. for a physical before
starting an exercise program

0-3 Months

4-8 Months

safari Planning timeline

9 - 12 Months
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knives

Resist Stainless Folder

Thump

Raindrop
CORRIE SCHOEMAN CUSTOM FOLDERS-Corrie has been making knives since 1965. His attention to detail,
incredible workmanship and the fact that he does 100% of the work and fitting himself gives him the ability to make true
works of art. He sets citrines or rubies in the thumb stud and spine and adds beautiful file work to the top of the blade, liners
and back-bar. The Resist is crafted out of extra tough stainless steel which very few makers have the skill to work with, and the
handle is Mammoth tusk. The Thump and Raindrop feature hand-hammered Ettore Gianferrari carbon Damascus and Mammoth handles. These 7.5” folders are exceptional pieces, and you will be hard-pressed to find a knife made with such tremendous care and skill at twice the price. Resist Stainless Folder-$1299 and Thump or Raindrop $999.

Mnandi

Nyala

Umnumzahn

CHRIS REEVE™ KNIVES-Chris is a world renowned maker who is also a true innovator. All of his designs optimize
form, function and appeal. The Mnandi is his most popular locking folder - a true pocket knife that is trimmer and shorter than
all the other folders we offer. It is 6.4” long with a 2.8” S30V SS blade and features an African Blackwood handle. The Nyala is a
fixed blade knife that is a modern version of a classic skinner. It has the utility of a drop point with enough width for skinning.
It is 8.5” long with a 3.75” long CPM S35VN SS blade and a grooved brown canvas micarta handle. The Umnumzahn is a bold,
innovative tactical locking folder that can get the job done. This was the 2008 Blade Knife of the Year. It has a beautifully designed locking mechanism and pivot joint that is extremely strong and smooth. It is 8.6” long with a 3.7” blade of CPM S30V
SS. All of these knives are a joy to own and are guaranteed for life. Mnandi-$359, Nyala-$230 and Umnumzahn-$419
Disclaimer: When you purchase a knife or knives from African Sporting Creations you represent by your actions as a condition of
your purchase that you are of legal age, and that these items can be legally purchased and possessed by you under your applicable
local, city, county, state and federal laws. Check with your local authorities before making your purchase.
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Dagga Boy
Skinner

Dagga Boy
Drop Point

Doctari Knife
THEUNS PRINSLOO CUSTOM FIXED BLADES-These three beautiful creations are exclusive to us and feature
ergonomically designed handles, 12C27 Scandian Stainless Steel blades for great edge holding qualities and come with full
grain leather sheaths. The handles on the two Dagga Boy models combine polished Cape buffalo horn with creamy warthog
ivory. Both are 8” overall with 4” blades. The story behind the Doctari knife is recounted by Dr. Kevin Robertson, best selling
author of the One Shot books: “When I underwent the PH Proficiency exam, my group ended up skinning and de-boning
five elephants in five days. The knife I used was of my own design and I never developed a blister, which was not the case with
the others. The design of this knife incorporates all I have learned field dressing thousands of animals.” This knife is a bit longer
than the other two at 9”overall with a 5”blade and features a beautiful stained giraffe shin bone handle. $499 each

Blade Magazine called our featured custom knife maker, South African Theuns Prinsloo,
“one of the most talented makers in the world”.

Drop Point Hunter

ARNO BERNARD DROP POINT and BIG
BOWIE SKINNER-Beautifully designed heavy-duty
knives of 440 stainless with thick, full tangs for the heaviest jobs. Combine gorgeous lines with Ironwood handles.
These are the last ones he is making with bolsters so order
one of these today from one of South Africa’s most talented up and coming makers. Specify model. $299 each

Big Bowie Skinner

WARTHOG AND SHEEP HORN SCALPELS-These semicustom scalpels (small) by Arno Bernard Jr. are a tremendous value.
They keep a great edge and are equally suited for cutting a notch in
a favorite cigar or field dressing the largest game. Knives measure
approximately 5” overall with a 2” razor-sharp blade. $149 each
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JEWELRY & ACCESSORIES

Warthog Tusk

Necklaces & Earrings

Double Tusk Collar Necklace

IVORY WARTHOG TUSK JEWELRY-These one-of-a-kind creations are made by a custom knife maker who does an
outstanding job polishing the tusks and fitting the decorative, exotic accent pieces together. We combine two or three of the
following elements to create these stunning pieces; polished ivory warthog tusk, Turquoise, Cape buffalo horn and ancient
bark mammoth ivory. The pendants are displayed on an 18” length of black leather with beautifully detailed hardware and
a secure loop clasp that is easy to put on and take off. The Double tusk collar necklaces measure 23-24” around and encircle
the neck beautifully (complete piece is shown on the cover). Matching earrings are available in several styles so you can put
together a striking ensemble. These are beautifully crafted pieces that are guaranteed to turn heads! Double Tusk/Cape buffalo Collar Necklace (top left)-$249, Double Tusk Mammoth Ivory Collar Necklace-(bottom left)-$299, Tusk/Cape buffalo
Necklace & Earrings (black/white) $189, Tusk/Turquoise/Cape buffalo
Necklace & Earrings (black, blue/white) $219
NAIROBI ½ DAY RACE BAG-About 100 years ago the Nairobi race
day weekends were the highlights of the East African social calendar. There
is a picture of Lady De La Mare clutching one of these in the winners circle
in 1922. These hand-made bags are beautifully crafted in full leather with
handle straps large enough to be worn on your shoulder. Measures 20” x 8”
x 12” and features a fully lined interior with several interior zip pockets and
one on the outside for quick access to passports, etc. This bag delivers true
classic style for the fraction of the cost of a designer version. $599
UNISEX SAFARI TRACKSTM BRACELET-Enjoy these
beautiful sterling silver bracelets that are deeply hand stamped with
the tracks of the Big Five. Put one of these on and drift back to the
last time you were in Africa. See sizing information on order form
in center of catalog. Sterling Silver Cuff BraceletSmall $220, Med $244 and Large $264

Nairobi 1/2 Day Race Bag

Sterling Silver

Cuff Bracelet
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JEWELRY & OFFICE TOOLS
UNISEX STERLING SILVER/
GEMSBOK BRACELETs are durable
and unique piece crafted using a proprietary
process that makes the gemsbok horn pliable
enough to be cut into durable, jet black strands
of varying thickness. The inky darkness of the
horn contrasts beautifully with the solid
sterling silver hardware. Steel memory band
allows a custom fit. $199 each
Elegance

Elephant Knot

IVORY WARTHOG TUSK JEWELRY-These
unisex versions of the pieces described in detail on the
previous page hang from a longer 22” black leather
cord with loop clasp that is very secure and yet easy to
put on and take off. These are beautifully crafted pieces
that are guaranteed to bring you back to the Dark
Continent every time you put them on! Left-Ivory Tusk
/Mammoth Ivory/Cape Buffalo Pendant $169 and
Right-Cape Buffalo and Ivory Tusk Pendant-$149

Mammoth/Buffalo
Pendant
ELEPHANT IVORY PENS-These pens are hand-turned from pre-ban elephant
ivory and African Blackwood to create stunning and functional conversation pieces.
These exceptional writing instruments are accented by gold or platinum plated
hardware and can be order as roller balls or fountain pens. Pens take standard
refills and come complete with a beautiful glass topped presentation case.
Specify model and roller ball or fountain pen. Olympic (left), Baron (middle)
and Majestic (right) $499 each

Cape Buffalo Pendant
Olympic, Baron and Majestic

TROPHY SIZE OFFICE TUSK SETThis letter opener and magnifying glass set
features matching jumbo-sized warthog tusk
handles and brushed bronze hardware. The
tusks are expertly scrimshawed with the “Big
Five” and capped with a hand-turned piece
of polished exotic Bubinga wood. These
items are the best money can buy and
extremely unique. $399/set

Jumbo Tusk Set
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Big Five Canes

TUSK CANES & GAME SKINS
Scrimshawed Big Five Sword or Walking
Cane-both are approximately 36” overall and have a polished,
trophy-sized warthog tusk handle that flows into the shaft for
a flawlessly smooth transition. The tusk has a flat surface along
one side, which is expertly scrimshawed with an extremely
detailed image depicting all of the African “Big Five”. The
shaft features a substantial piece of exotic African wood that
will darken with age. The sword cane has a concealed trigger
mechanism that you simply push away from you to release the
stainless steel razor-sharp circular push dagger. Due to state
law, sword cane can not be shipped to CA or WI.
Big Five Sword Cane-$599 Big Five Walking Cane-$349

Plain “T” Cane

Big Five Scrimshaw

Our Tusk “T” Canes are
beautifully crafted and fit perfectly in
your hand. The tusk is mounted on
a heavy-duty brass post. The exotic
hardwood shaft is hand-turned out
of Rhodesian Teak which is one of
the most striking exotic woods in
the world. We offer two styles: one
which features a plain polished
tusk and another which uses a
carved ivory tusk for the handle.
On the carved models, the tusk is
flawlessly transformed into an
elephant, eagle, lion or leopard
head. Get yours today and step
out in style. Plain “T” Canes-$349
and Carved Tusk “T” Canes-$499

Carved Tusk “T” Cane

BURCHELL ZEBRA RUGS-We offer three grades of these stunning
felted rugs and they measure approximately 120” from head to tail.
A GRADE-The top 5% hand picked for color and quality-$2499
B GRADE-Excellent quality with fine blemishes-$2199
C GRADE-Very good with noticeable scratches/scars-$1999

Zebra Pillow Covers

BURCHELL ZEBRA PILLOW COVERS-Expertly tanned
skins with suede leather backing and a zipper enclosure. Pillow
stuffing not included and price shown is for one pillow.
18 x 18-$239 and 14 x 14-$199
SPRINGBoK CIRCULAR RUGS-Beautifully made rugs
from supple, expertly tanned skins. 38”-$279 and 80”-$379
These canes are for display purposes only and are not for use by individuals who have
a medical, degenerative or other condition that requires the use of a cane. While very
durable, ivory is brittle and can snap off if used in a load bearing application. For this
reason, do not lean on any of the ivory canes or use them for support while walking.
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Zebra Rugs

Springbok Circular
Rugs

| (419) 529-5599

TROPHY ROOM FURNITURE
BRITISH CAMPAIGN FURNITURE-These beautiful and
functional pieces are almost identical to the ones designed for the
British military over 100 years ago. Each piece is handmade, one at a
time, by skilled South African artisans and features beautiful African
mahogany frames, thick saddle leather, solid brass fittings and the
same heavy-duty canvas that covers most of the safari vehicle seats in
sub-Saharan Africa. They are extremely sturdy and designed to go
together quickly and break down in minutes. The chairs and tables
come complete with a heavy-duty canvas storage tote. The gun rack
stores up to 9 firearms in leather covered spaces that are wide enough
to accommodate S x S shotguns. When set up, the gun rack measures
36” wide x 32” tall and 26” deep. When it is folded for transport,
it measures 36” wide x 33.5” tall x 5” deep. The wood storage tray
measures 21”x 3 ½”x 3 ½ “and can accommodate 4 boxes of big bore
cartridges or six boxes of shotgun shells. These heirloom-quality
creations are attractive enough to be displayed inside and rugged
enough for field use. Order yours today and take a little bit of
British ingenuity with you wherever you go!
•Campaign Chair - $599 •Campaign Table - $449
•2 Chairs/1 Table-$1349 •Gun Rack-$799 (plus flat rate shipping of $75)

British

Campaign
Furniture

Tusk Gun Racks-Choose from real warthog in single or double
gun configurations featuring five beautiful exotic woods (Zebrawood,
Bubinga, Iroko, Jarrah or Andiroba) that run the gamut of the color
spectrum. These racks are made by a master cabinetmaker and include
integrated Kwik Hang brackets that will have them hung
Tusk
in no time at all. Simply send us a tracing of your prized
Gun Rack
firearm, and we will place the tusks to ensure it is centered
and level. Starting at $449 (plus flat rate shipping of $49)
Rhodesian Teak Pool Cue/Cane/Spear StandThis beautifully made piece features one of the most striking exotic wood species
to be found anywhere and sturdy solid wood construction. The 8 spots on top
of the stand line up with recesses on the bottom so your treasures stay put. At 30
pounds, you can display your spear or cane collection without ever having to worry
about it tipping over. Ships broken down and takes 15 minutes to assemble. $399

Rhodesian

Teak Stand

“As I age, I find that I gravitate towards products made by someone who cares about quality and unless abused,
they are usually the last ones I have to purchase. I then spend more time enjoying them and less time cussing them.”
		
		
- “Aggie” on a popular hunting forum talking about our products
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ANTIQUE AFRICAN SPEARS & SHIELDS
We have one of the largest private antique spear and shield collections in the country. We specialize in
Maasai lion spears, intricately crafted Kuba spears and large battle shields from the fierce Ngbandi tribe
woven from natural rattan and fiber.
Many sizes, materials and tribes are represented in our extensive inventory. Most of these unique pieces are
70 to 100 years old and were acquired from European museums or at auction. Many are coated from the
soot of hundreds of wood fires and are readily distinguishable from their mass-produced replicas. If you
want a matched pair to cross behind a shield, please note H and M, along with N and O give you that option. The items shown are a small sampling of our collection. If you are looking for something in particular
or want more details on a spear or shield you see here, call us at (419) 529-5599.
Spears

A

Kuba (Congo) tribe, 78” O/A with
rare cowbell bottom-$599

L

B

Kuba with short, triangular metal
bottom spike-$549

M Kuba w/ carved throwing bulb,
bottom weight and 25” blade-$549

C

Kuba with 33” metal bottom spike-$549

D

Beautiful XL Maasai (Tanzania) Lion
Spear owned by Sr. Moran-$799

E

Sudanese Slavers Spear-High Status
Brass Ring-$699

F

Maasai Lion Spear-71” w/ 34” blade
owned by Sr. Moran-$699

G

Kuba w/ Barley Twist blade shaft,
missing bottom weight-$499

H

Kuba w/ carved shaft and
banding intact-$549

I

Kuba w/carved bulb and 20” bottom
metal spike-$499

J

Mbole (Congo) spear for dowry payments
w/38” bottom metal-$549

K

Sudanese w/ barbs, bottom weight
and 3 worn hide accents-$499

Swazi split cowtail stabbing spear
with palm swell-$1199

N - O Kuba w/ banding intact and
carved shaft-$599 each
P

Kuba w/ intricately carved bulb,
18” metal bottom spike-$599
Shields

Q Ngbandi (Congo) Tribe woven basketry
shield, 52” x 18”w/handle-$499
R Baganda (Congo) woven wood slat
shield w/some damage/repairs-$449
S

Watusi (Rwanda)-MI Senator Bursley
estate, curved w/ slight damage-$599

T Samburu (Tanzania)-Beautiful rigid
leather shield, gnawed in 1 spot-$549
U Maasai (Tanzania)-Old with heavy thick
leather in excellent shape-$599
V Ngbandi w/red, white, blue color
and double rods for strength-$599

“Thanks for spending so much time with me to get my Trophy Room just right. The African spear, shields
and battle axe are the first thing folks are drawn to when they enter”
		
		
-Ed B. in Dillsburg, PA
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1421 Lexington Ave. Suite 257 | Mansfield, OH 44907
www.AfricanSC.com | (419) 529-5599 | info@AfricanSC.com

Check out our web site
for 100’s of more items

Plus...

* Easy to Use Shopping cart
* Create an account
* Automatic shipping
calculations
* Full color photos
* Helpful product details
* Mailing List Sign-Up
* Frequently Asked Questions
* What’s New Section
* Gift Ideas
* Product Reviews
* Show Schedule

STOCKING STUFFERS
TUSK KEY RING-These jewelry quality pieces
are hand-buffed and topped with a custom-fitted
brass cap. Available in three sizes: 1”Small -$29,
3”Medium (Shown) -$49 and 5”Large -$69

Tusk Key Ring

Buffalo Horn Bangles

BUFFALO HORN BANGLESBeautiful, hand-polished bracelets. $29 for 3 pcs.
LEATHER BINOCULAR SLINGSlides out of the way behind your hip. $25
Logo Cap

LOGO CAPAdjustable with our striking logo. $25
GTUL® Combo kitSimple and effective Glock
magazine cleaning tools. Go to
www.mygtul.com to order- $21.95
STREAMLIGHT PEN LIGHT3”long and very bright. $29

Leather Binocular Sling
GTUL Combo Kit

Streamlight Pen Light

